MONGOLIA’17 EXPEDITION SPONSORSHIP PROPOSAL

FEAR: describes the unpleasant
feeling caused by a real or
imaginary danger either in the
present or the future
ADVERSITY: a difficult
situation to deal with, which
tests our survival skills or
our psychological
integrity

WHO IS FEARLESS JUAN
This Pravian-born Asturian’s real name is

Juan Menendez Granados
He was born on 16 October 1982 and
has been embarking on solo, unassisted
cycling expeditions since 2003
In each and every one of the harsh and
distant places he has been to, he has
discovered that the feelings of fear and
adversity have never turned against
him. On the contrary, they have
encouraged him on his endeavors

FEAR IS MY ALLY

This Asturian extreme sportsman has
traveled the world’s most inhospitable
places with his bike
His greatest motivation is provided by
exploration, adventure and overcoming
challenges in pursuit of his dreams.

Never give up

HIS EXPEDITIONS

Juan has cycled in all six continents

and has visited
some of the most surprising places in the world
2016: 1.700 km crossing The Atacama Desert
2013/14: 1.200 km South Pole expedition
2013: 600 km Greenland
85+125 km The Baltic Sea and frozen Lake Inari
2012: 600 km Greenland reconnaissance
2011: 775 km round route through The Pamirs
730 km Tanzania and ascent of Kilimanjaro
2010: 730 km crossing frozen Lake Baikal

2009: 1.800 km Ice Roads in the Canadian Artic
2008/9: 5.000 km diagonal crossing of Australia
2008: 2.312 km Crossing Scandinavia
2006: 4.060 km The Ural Mountains
2005: 6.458 km Trans-Amazon Pacific-Atlantic
2004: 1.400 km The Great Atlas in Morocco
1.100 km semicircular route through Scotland
2003: 1.300 km Trans-Pyrenees

He became the first man with a bike to reach the South Pole unassisted
After 46 days of solo crossing with no external support, in temperatures as low as -50ºC and with a thermal sensation of -75ºC

FEAR AND UNCERTAINTY
MANAGEMENT

SELF-SUFFICIENCY
Alone with his bike

AUTONOMY

Rather than posing problems,
they become stepping stones
which help him move forward. In
the end fear becomes his friend

Unassisted

A DESIRE TO OVERCOME
Every problem is a
milestone

HUMBLE AND
APPROACHABLE
He’s a simple man, his
expeditions take the limelight

DIDACTIC
Communicating his
geographical, cultural and
historic insights about the
places he visits is an important
goal for him

SUSTAINABILITY
ENTERPRISING

100% Eco-friendly

He works in
Norway for several
months in order to
finance his projects

DEFINING JUAN

JUAN MOTIVATES
Juan’s great challenges don’t come to an
end when he stops pedaling. He is a
collector of challenges and trials. Once
he has overcome them, he organizes
conferences and motivational
workshops where he shares his
experiences with companies,
institutions and professionals of all ages.
He has written books and starred in
documentaries, making us all
participants in his adventures and
getting many people to discover their
own capacities and to realize their own
dreams.

JUAN IN THE MEDIA
Juan’s expeditions have a huge impact in the media both on and offline.
An outstanding example was his being named as Ambassador for Spain’s
most read sporting magazine, Marca, which published daily information
about Juan’s achievements in the South Pole

JUAN IN SOCIAL NETWORKS

Juan has more than 12000 followers on
Facebook and a similar number on Instagram
and Twitter.
Furthermore, he has his own blog and a
channel on YouTube.

MONGOLIA’17 EXPEDITION

More than 2000 km across Mongolia
35-40 days cycling (march -April)
Cold and wind with temperatures as low as -20ºC
Loneliness: over 60% of the population is nomadic

Difficulty of the terrain:
the Golden Mountains of Altai (World Heritage), the
enormous Mongolian steppes and The Gobi Desert

*Approximate itinerary subject to modifications because of the logistics and / or weather

“Don’t let anybody tell you that something is impossible if you
really believe in it” Fearless Juan
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